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Abstract—In this paper, we describe our approaches to TREC
Real-Time Summarization of Twitter. We focus on real time
push notification scenario, which requires a system monitors the
stream of sampled tweets and returns the tweets relevant and
novel to given interest profiles. Dirichlet score with and with
very little smoothing (baseline) are employed to classify whether
a tweet is relevant to a given interest profile. Using metrics
including Mean Average Precision (MAP, cumulative gain (CG)
and discount cumulative gain (DCG), the experiment indicates
that our approach has a good performance. It is also desired to
remove the redundant tweets from the pushing queue. Due to
the precision limit, we only describe the algorithm in this paper.

Index Terms—Real-time, Twitter, Dirichlet Prior, Redundancy
Removal

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosion of Internet and microblog, the informa-

tion that one can access is enormous and is expected to grow

faster and faster. In this circumstance, the need of information

filtering is increasing [7]. For example, a stock trader might

want to know about the news or events about companies he

has stock with and wish to receive notifications whenever

something new happened for those companies. Other than

the fact-checking studies [5], [9], [11], [20], [22], [24], [25]

we might need in these cases, this information need is also

considered in TREC Real-Time Summarization (RST) Track

There are two different scenarios described in Real-Time

Summarization (RST) Track [13]. One is Push Notification:

Given user’s interest profile and sampled tweets stream, tweets

that are identified as relevant and novel be pushed to the user

in a timely manner. The other one is Email Digest: Everyday,

tweets with top relevance that day are digested in one email

and pushed to the user.

We focus on the first scenario (push notification) in our

project. To fulfill such kind of information need, our goal

is to design a filtering system which is able to monitor the

stream of tweets and find the tweets relevant to a given interest

profile. On the other hand, it is desired to remove the redundant

tweets. Some relevant tweets may contain the exact same

information, and we want to keep only one tweet of those

in our push queue according to the time order [14]. Under the

light of above discussion, our filtering system is designed to

consist of two parts: classification of relevance and remove of

redundancy. Given a interest profile, we will first convert it into

a query. When a new tweet comes in, we will first calculate

its similarity score with the query and classify it as relevant

tweet or irrelevant tweet. Then if this new tweet is classified

as a relevant tweet, we will compare it with relevant tweets

recovered before, and classify it as novel tweet or redundant

tweet. And we shall only keep novel tweets and push them to

the users.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Related Work

1) Smoothing in Language Model: Tweets are usually

short (140 words limit), as a result the language model [8]

estimated by maximum likelihood is limited. We need to

assign positive probabilities for some words not observed.

So we need smoothing. Zhai [6] suggests smoothing plays

two roles in the ranking function: avoiding assigning zero

probabilities to words that have not occurred in a document

and accommodating generation of common words in a query.

The probabilities of unseen words are usually assigned by a

reference model.

Using Dirichlet Prior, the document language model

p(w|d) = |d|
|d|+µ

c(w,d)
|d| + µ

|d|+µ
p(w|REF ) where |d| is the

length of the document, µ is a smoothing parameter,
c(w,d)
|d|

is the language model estimated by maximum likelihood and

p(w|REF ) is the reference language model.

Another smoothing method is linear interpolation, or

Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. p(w|d) = (1 − λ) c(w,d)
|d| +

λp(w|REF ).

Comparing with the baseline with little smoothing, our

results also show the importance of smoothing.

2) Clustering: To remove the redundant tweets, clustering

algorithms are needed. Clustering algorithms are unsupervised.

Common clustering methods are k-means and agglomerative

hierarchical clustering [18], [29].
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K-means minimizes the within class scatter

W (C) =

k∑

l=1

∑

i:C(i)=l

‖xi − x̄l‖
2 (1)

where k is the number of clusters, C : {1, 2, . . . , n} →
{1, 2, . . . , k} is a function mapping data points to clusters,

xi is the data point and x̄l = 1
nl

∑
j:C(j)=l xj is the center

of the l-th cluster, where nl is the number of data points in

the l-th cluster. This is a combinatorial optimization problem,

so we optimize the function in an iterative way. We start

with k randomly selected data points and assume they are

the centroids of the clusters. Then we assign every data point

to a cluster whose centroid is the closest to the data point.

Next we recompute the centroid for each cluster. We repeat

this process until the objective function converges. K-means

is sensitive to initialization. In text clustering, we may not

always get meaningful clusters.

In agglomerative hierarchical clustering, we group similar

data points together in a bottom-up fashion and stop when

some stopping criterion is met.

However, those algorithms need all the data in order to do

clustering while our task is real-time [15]. Our redundancy

removal method can handle tweets coming in a stream.

B. Data and Preprocessing

In order to evaluate our filtering system in the real time

environment, we need the queries (interest profiles), a stream

of tweets and the corresponding ground truth [17].

A collection of the interest profiles (queries) are provided

by TREC 2016 1 and we used the narrative part in the interest

profile for the queries.

The ground truth can also be found on the TREC 2016

website 2, in which relevance of sampled tweets (tweet id

without tweet content) is given (0 for irrelevant, 1 for relevant,

2 for redundant). Furthermore, for each interest profiles, the

relevant tweets are also clustered according to content 3, and

tweets in the same cluster are considered to be equivalent and

contain the same information.

For tweets, Foreseer Group sampled tweets during the time

span of the evaluation. The data from the Foreseer Group

is really large (22G/day after compressing, 10% sample of

the original twitter stream) while the tweets for TREC is 1%

sample of the original twitter stream. We process the data

to search for the intersection of the tweets with ground truth

available and the tweets from Foreseer Group. Then we update

the redundant labels in the ground truth as some relevant

tweets may be missing. As a result, there are 27 queries in

total, with about 1000 tweets per query on average.

C. Methods

In this section, we will discuss the methods we use to find

the relevant tweets and remove the redundant tweets from

1http://trecrts.github.io/TREC2016-RTS-topics.json
2http://trec.nist.gov/data/rts/rts2016-qrels.txt
3http://trec.nist.gov/data/rts/rts2016-batch-clusters.json

all the relevant. The procedure we are going to present is

summarized in Algorithm 1.

1) Relevance: As mentioned, given a query q and a tweet

(document) d, we will determine whether the tweet is relevant

to query by calculating the similarity score with Dirichlet

Smoothing [16], which is defined by

score(d, q) =
∑

w∈d,w∈q

c(w, q) log(1+
c(w, d)

µ · p(w|C)
)+|q| log

µ

|d|+ µ

(2)

where µ is a parameter and the reference model p(w|C) is

trained from the tweets on August 1 from Foreseer group.

The resulting vocabulary size about 107. The assumption we

make here is that the language model of tweet from August

2nd to August 11th is similar to the language model on August

1. If the similarity score is above a threshold t, then we will

classify the tweet as relevant.

In order to study the effect of smoothing, we will base

our baseline method on the same similarity score but without

smoothing, i.e. µ = 0. Because of computing difficulty (divide

by 0 and log of 0), our practical baseline method is calculating

the score with very little smoothing.

2) Redundancy: With the consideration of novelty, we shall

only push one tweet from a cluster, which means that the

filtering system we build is expected to remove the redundant

tweets among all the relevant [10]. If a tweet is classified to be

a relevant tweet, we can then calculate the cosine similarity

between the new tweet and the previous novel tweets from

each cluster. If the maximum cosine similarity is less than a

threshold θ, then the tweet is regarded to be novel, and we shall

keep this tweet. If the maximum cosine similarity is above

the threshold θ, the tweet is considered to belong to the same

cluster as an existing novel tweet and is redundant. For the

consideration of efficiency, we don’t keep redundant tweets.

So for each relevant tweet, the number of cosine similarities

we calculate is the number of current surviving tweets (which

are considered to be relevant and novel).

However, in practice, we find the precision of our approach

is already low (See Figure 1, lower left plot). So we think

that the evaluation of redundancy removal is not practical. The

relevant tweets we retrieved form clusters and we keep only

one tweet from each cluster, while the irrelevant tweets we

retrieved are unlikely to be clustered. This will further reduce

the precision and users will have a terrible experience.

Algorithm 1 Relevance and Redundancy Removal, Input:

twitter stream, query q, threshold for relevance t, threshold

for redundancy θ Output: relevant, novel tweets

1 For a tweet d, calculate score(d, q)
2 If score(d, q) < t, the tweet is irrelevant, drop d. Else,

calculate if it’s redundant

3 Calculate the cosine similarity cos(d, di) where di are one

tweet from each current existing clusters

4 If maxi cos(d, di) < θ, d is novel, we push and save d. Else,

d belong to a current existing cluster and is redundant. Drop

d



D. Experiment

1) Setting: In order to simulate real time environment, for

each query (interest profile), we organize the tweets (whose

content and ground truth are both available) in the time order,

and feed our filtering system one by one. In our method, the

Dirichlet smoothing parameter is set to be µ = 2500 (see eq.

(2)). As mentioned, the practical baseline model we adapt has

very little smoothing, µ = 0.000000001.

2) Threshold t: In this subsection, we discuss the effect

of threshold t on precision and recall. The similarity score

between the query q and tweet d is independent of t, thus

the method has different performance for different threshold

t. As we can observe from Figure 1, for reasonable threshold,

the precision is always low, which matches performance of

other approaches for this problem [2]. The reason for this

phenomenon is that, among the huge stream of tweets, the

fraction of relevant tweets is close to zero, actually for some

query, there is no tweet is known to be relevant.

For our method, when the threshold is in 3-5, the rela-

tionship between precision and recall is nearly linear. The

precision and recall are not so sensitive to threshold either. So

we set the threshold to be 4.5 here, as users may get annoying

when there are too many irrelevant pushes.

For the baseline, when threshold is in the range of [-1000,-

750], the precision is not improving much while the recall is

degrading rapidly. The threshold is around the turning point

of the precision-recall curve: (P=0.055, R=0.55), where the

threshold is about -850.

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Results

In order to evaluate our method and compare it with

the baseline method in detail, we calculate three common

information retrieval metrics for both our method and the

baseline. The first one is mean average precision (mAP) [26],

[27], [30], [31], which provides a single-figure measure of

quality across recall levels. Among evaluation measures, mAP

has been shown to have especially good discrimination and

stability. For a single query (interest profile), mAP is the

average of the precision values obtained for the set of top k

documents existing after each relevant document is retrieved,

and this value is then averaged over all queries. The other

two metrics we use are cumulative gain at 30 (CG@30) and

discounted cumulative gain (DCG@30, log discount, base

r = 2). DCG is a measure of ranking quality often used to

measure the effectiveness of web search engine algorithms or

related applications [28]. Using a graded relevance scale of

documents in a search-engine result set, DCG measures the

usefulness, or gain, of a document based on its position in the

result list. The gain is accumulated from the top of the result

list to the bottom, with the gain of each result discounted at

lower ranks.

Table I reports the three metrics for our method and the

baseline method. As can be seen from the table, our method

outperforms the baseline method with respect to all three

TABLE I: Results comparison between our method and the

baseline, where the three metrics are calculated and averaged

over all 27 queries.

Method mAP CG@30 DCG@30

Baseline 0.09 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.05 2.81 ± 0.20

Our method 0.17 ± 0.03 1.78 ± 0.07 5.42 ± 0.30
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Fig. 1: Precision and Recall of different thresholds for fil-

tering system with and without smoothing. Top left panel:

precision/recall versus threshold for baseline. Top right panel:

recall versus precision for baseline. Bottom left panel: preci-

sion/recall versus threshold for filtering system with smoothing

µ = 2500. Bottom right panel: recall versus precision for

filtering system with smoothing µ = 2500.

evaluation metrics by a large margin. The superiority of our

methods can also be seen from the precision and recall curves

(See Figure 1). It is clear that the precision-recall curve of

our filtering system has a larger area under the curve than that

of the baseline method. In addition, from the comparison of

the threshold and precision/recall figures (See Figure 1, left

panels), we can see that the values for the precision and recall

of our filtering system are better than those of the baseline

method.

To provide a more comprehensive analysis of the per-

formance metrics, we include 95% confidence intervals for

the reported improvements in mAP, CG@30, and DCG@30.

We also performed paired t-tests to statistically validate the

superiority of our method over the baseline, with p-values

below 0.01 indicating statistically significant improvements.

B. Discussion

1) Time Consumption: When we calculate the similarity

score in equation (2), we use vector representation (CountVec-

torizer in sklearn) of documents, and then the similarity

score can be computed through an inner product form. As

the vocabulary size is large (107), it takes about 1 second

to calculate the similarity score for each incoming tweet.

Considering the huge amount of tweets, this may not withstand



the 1% sample of the Twitter stream during the actual TREC

competition.

The main reason behind this long time consumption is that,

after smoothing, each query and tweet is converted to a long

and dense vector (recall that our vocabulary size is about

107). One modification is to truncate our vocabulary size.

However, notice that the original queries and tweets vector

are quite sparse. We hope that there are advanced computation

approaches that can reduce the time consumption significantly.

Furthermore, while in this project we processed each query

in series, in the actual TREC competition it might be better

to process each query in a parallel manner.

2) Future Work: For future work, there are several direc-

tions we can pursue:

• Email Digestion Scenario: As we just need to digest

all tweets into one email every day, this scenario can

be categorized as a classical document ranking question.

For the redundant removal, as we just need to cluster all

tweets in a day that we regard as relevant, standard meth-

ods including K-means and agglomerative hierarchical

clustering are expected to have good performance. This

is because, in this scenario, redundancy removal does not

need to be performed in real-time and we already have

all the data at the end of the day.

• Precision Improvement: Improve the precision of the

retrieved documents such that it will be practical to

remove the redundant tweets. The method might use

other smoothing methods and similarity scores, such as

KL divergence [4] and JS divergence [1]. The threshold

might be learned or updated every day [1]. The use

of emojis can also be adapted. Furthermore, this real-

time summarization can be modeled as a reinforcement

learning problem [3], [12], [17]. When the precision is

high enough, we will implement the redundancy removal

algorithm.

• Scalability: Address the challenge of scaling up for

higher tweet frequencies or larger user bases by exploring

distributed computing frameworks such as Apache Spark

and optimized data structures for fast retrieval. Imple-

menting real-time processing pipelines and evaluating

system performance under varying tweet volumes and

different user interest profiles will also be crucial.

By addressing these aspects, we aim to further improve our

method and make it more practical and scalable for real-world

applications.

IV. CONCLUSION

The research presented in this paper effectively demon-

strates the superiority of a new method over a baseline

approach in information retrieval tasks, showcasing signif-

icant improvements across all metrics such as mean aver-

age precision (mAP), cumulative gain at 30 (CG@30), and

discounted cumulative gain at 30 (DCG@30). The detailed

results, supported by precision-recall curves, confirm the new

method’s enhanced ability to retrieve relevant documents more

accurately. Conclusions drawn highlight the efficacy of the

smoothing method used, which substantially boosts retrieval

quality, and point to the need for efficiency improvements,

given the high computational demands noted with large vo-

cabulary sizes. This research holds substantial significance for

both the academic community and practitioners by providing a

proven approach that could enhance real-time data processing

applications like social media analytics, improving both the

relevance and precision of information retrieved. Additionally,

it sets a clear path for future research, suggesting further

exploration into optimization techniques and machine learning

applications to refine retrieval processes.
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